
CHAIRMAN’S PREAMBLE 
 
We like to think of ourselves as a young company, eagerly entering the world of commerce bristling with ideas 
and ambition. Our staff bring the energy and optimism of youth to every problem we face, don't they? It is a 
salutary reminder for me to remember we will be making 30-year-service awards at our veteran's night dinner 
again this year. It won't be long before I get mine. Danielle Gaudry, who founded and ran our French business for 
many years and is surely the definition of that youthful vigour, retires this year. Retires. 
 
We are no longer so young, either as a business or the people who run it. Two things flow from this.  
 
Firstly, we now know (more by trial and error than sophisticated analysis - 'the wisdom of years') how this 
business works. We know what it takes to run a good Hobby centre, we know how to run a good trade sales 
department, we know how to recruit people who have great attitudes, we know how to make the best 
miniatures in the world and how to surprise and delight our customers over and over again. (Go take a quick look 
at Citadel Finecast - awesome!) What we are now learning is how to spread that knowledge around the far flung 
world of Games Workshop. We are also learning that we are not doing it fast enough or thoroughly enough.  
 
Secondly, the generation which built Games Workshop is beginning to wonder what a 'pension' is. We wake up in 
the morning with the same aches we had yesterday. We wear glasses. We have learned patience (is that always a 
good thing and does it come from wisdom or exhaustion?). Some of us have a Senior Railcard. Nonetheless, we 
remain passionate about the potential for the Hobby and the Group. 
 
So, in addition to the normal running of the business, we will also be turning our gaze upon the problems of 
succession. We will be rolling out a programme aimed at getting everyone at Games Workshop to understand 
how we do business.  
 
The challenges are as real as ever and our full responsibility is as well. Despite the exigencies of the 'real' world 
our destiny is still in our own hands. We have to ensure that the best practices we know about are followed 
everywhere within the Group. We have done much to improve our profitability and the return on your capital 
but we still have work to do on re-establishing growth, particularly in our Hobby centres. 
 
Dividends have returned. I am as pleased as you are. Does this herald in a new era of progressive dividends on an 
assured yield? Hardly. We return truly surplus cash to shareholders. 'Truly surplus' means the cash we can not 
use because we have already spent all we need for the growth of the business. It would sit in a bank account if 
we didn't return it. Working this way means the payment of dividends will be fairly happenstance; I can see us 
having surplus cash in the future and when we have (assuming it is a sensible sum) it will be returned, not 
according to a schedule, but right then and there.  
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